Korovkin's famous theorem [5] regarding convergence of sequences of positive linear operators in the space of continuous functions was put into a quantitative form by Shisha and Mond [8] . In [4] it was shown that Korovkin's results are valid if convergence is replaced by almost convergence, and the modified results were recently put into quantitative form by Mohapatra [7] . It is the purpose of this note to bring some unification through the use of a summability method introduced by H. T. Bell [I] .
Let B = {A(")} = {(a:')} be a sequence of infinite matrices such that ug' 3 0 for k, j, n = 1, 2 ,.... A sequence of real numbers, {xj}, is said to be B summable to L if uniformly in n = 1, 2,.... If, for some matrix A, Atn) = A for n = 1, 2,..., then B summability is just matrix symmabitlity by A. If, for n = 1, 2,..., ug' = l/k for 12 <j < k + n, and a:' is 0 otherwise, then B summability reduces to almost convergence [6] . We also note that the method of order summability of Jurkat and Peyerimhoff [2, We also note that results analogous to Theorems 3 and 4 of [7] can be obtained for B summability.
